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a- and neutron-induced reactions on ruthenium isotopes
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The uncertain origin of the proton rich Mo and Ru isotopes has motivated cross-section measurements ofa-
and neutron-induced reactions. The experiments were performed via the activation technique by irradiating thin
layers of natural ruthenium witha-particle beams close to the Gamov window of thep process between 7.0 and
10.5 MeV. The cross sections of the reactions96Ru(a,g), 96Ru(a,n), 96Ru(a,p), and 98Ru(a,n) could be
determined with uncertainties of typically 10%. On average, these results are about two to three times smaller
than recent statistical model predictions. Additional activations in a quasistellar neutron spectrum correspond-
ing to kT525 keV allowed us to obtain the complementary stellar (n,g) cross sections for96Ru, 102Ru, and
104Ru. In these cases the agreement with model calculations is considerably better.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In total 32 stable isotopes between74Se and196Hg on the
proton-rich side of the valley of stability witness the s
calledp process. Thesep nuclei are shielded from beta deca
of s or r process nuclides~see Fig. 1!. They presumably
originate from explosive burning during type II superno
explosions where sufficiently high temperatures of 2
3109 K are reached for a time scale of a few seconds. T
leads to a multitude of (g,n), (g,p), and~g,a! reactions on
preexisting seed nuclei. The resulting complex reaction n
work includes about 10 000 reactions combining seve
thousand mostly unstable nuclei on the proton-rich side c
to the stability valley.

Thep abundances are typically 10–100 times smaller th
comparables and r abundances. There are, however, fo
prominent exceptions exhibiting much larger abundanc
92Mo, 94Mo, 96Ru, and 98Ru with isotopic abundances o
14.8%, 9.2%, 5.5%, and 1.9%, respectively. Figure 1 ill
trates that these nuclei are clearly separated from the rea
flows of the neutron capture scenarios related to thes and r
processes, which dominate all other isotopic abundances
yond iron.

Current p-process models have severe problems in
scribing these Mo and Ru isotopes, finding significant und
production for the case of type II supernovae@1,2# or a cor-
responding overproduction of the lighterp nuclei 74Se, 78Kr,
and 84Sr in type Ia supernovas@3#. Recently it was suggeste
to solve this problem by increasing the adopted rate for
22Ne(a,n) reaction by factors of 10–50@4#. Although such a
large variation would imply dramatic consequences for
well-foundeds process and has actually been ruled out
recent data@5#, it underlines the importance of accura
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nuclear reaction data. An alternative explanation could
that this group of nuclei may originate from therp process
@6#, where the termination of the reaction path was found
be located aroundA'100 @7#. This possibility needs to be
investigated in more detail, however.

One important requirement for improving this unsatisfa
tory situation is to minimize the nuclear physics uncerta
ties, which are still obscuring the reliability of the calculate
p abundances. Since there is no way to study any substa
fraction of the very many photodisintegration and captu
reactions involved in thep process, practically all these rate
have to be determined by comprehensive model calculati
Since anyp-process study must rely on these theoretical
action rates, experimental information is crucial for testi
the credibility of such calculations. At present, however, t
information is still very scarce for (p,g) reactions and the
situation is even worse for the reactions involvinga par-
ticles. There are only two experiments directly measuringa
capture at low energies, one for70Ge @8# and one for144Sm

FIG. 1. The main nucleosynthesis mechanisms in the mass
gion between Zr and Ru are thes and r processes. Both reactio
flows bypass the abundantp nuclei 92Mo, 94Mo, 96Ru, and98Ru.
Stable and unstable isotopes are indicated by shaded and
squares, respectively.
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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TABLE I. Experimental runs fora-induced reactions.

Activations Samples

Run
a-Energya

~MeV!
Irradiation time

~s!
XRF result

~Å!
RBS result

~Å!
Weighted average

(1018 at/cm2)

a1 10.997 2730 2832699 29406265 2.0760.07
a2 10.540 2730 1488652 14706132 1.1060.04
a3 10.540 2730 30166106 31106280 2.2160.08
a4 10.228 2730 29346103 29306264 2.1760.08
a5 10.120 16230 913632 914682 0.67560.024
a6 10.12 1230 831629 883679 0.60660.022
a7 9.694 2730 28836101 29406265 2.1260.08
a8 9.400 14400 882631 880679 0.65260.023
a9 8.900 32490 1549654 14806133 1.1660.04
a10 8.500 64860 29866104 30406274 2.2060.08
a11 7.987 50940 40426141 41506374 2.9760.11
a12 7.322 84660 50796178 51806466 3.7460.13

aUncertainty 25 keV.
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@9,10#. In another experiment, the reaction147Sm(n,a) was
studied in order to test the sensitivity of thea channel@11#.

This need for experimental cross sections of direct or
verse reaction rates motivated a series of experiments a
Karlsruhe Van de Graaff accelerator, which were focussed
the mass region of the Mo and Ru isotopes. First results
stellar (p,g) rates of92,94,95,98Mo @12# and 96,98,99,104Ru @13#
are complemented by the present work ona-induced reac-
tions. Such data are particularly important, not only beca
there are almost no data for these cross-sections at a
physically relevant energies, but because the result for
144Sm(a,g) rate was found to be an order of magnitu
smaller than theoretical predictions@9#. In the light of this
discrepancy, it was interesting whether the difficulty in e
plaining the puzzlingp abundances of96,98Ru and 92,94Mo
could be related to similar discrepancies in the reaction r
or whether the severe144Sm discrepancy was just a loc
problem.

The present work describes cross section measurem
of a- and neutron-induced reactions on96Ru, 102Ru, and
104Ru @14#. All measurements have been carried out via
activation technique usinga energies between 7.0 and 10
MeV, in the or near the Gamov window of thep process
~which corresponds toa energies from 4.6 to 10.2 MeV fo
temperatures between 1.83109 and 3.33109 °C), and a qua-
sistellar neutron spectrum for 25 keV thermal energy~Secs.
II–IV !. The deduced cross sections presented in Sec. V
compared with theoretical data obtained with the statist
model codeNON-SMOKER @15#, followed by a summary in
Sec. VI.

II. MEASUREMENTS

The cross-section measurements described in this w
were performed with the activation technique. For t
a-induced reactions thin samples were irradiated and a
lyzed following the method developed previously for a ser
of (p,g) reactions@12,13#, whereas the neutron cross se
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tions were obtained using the standard technique descr
in Refs.@16,17#.

A. Target preparation

The two types of activations required rather differe
samples, i.e. thin Ru layers on tungsten backings for
a-induced reactions and comparably thick Ru foils for t
neutron capture measurements.

For thea-induced reactions the target thickness represe
a compromise between the need for sufficient counting
tistics and an acceptable energy spread. In order to con
the related systematic effects, targets were prepared f
thickness range between 80 and 600 nm, correspondin
a-energy losses between 50 and 600 keV in the investiga
energy range@18#. Metallic Ru layers of 10 mm diamete
were sputtered onto 1 mm thick tungsten substrates of
mm diameter in an argon atmosphere of 6.431022 mbar
@13#. Parasitic activities from target contaminations we
minimized by using tungsten of 99.996% purity. During t
sputtering process the substrates were heated to'90 °C to
improve the stability and homogeneity of the Ru layers. T
resulting thickness was controlled via the sputter time a
was determined for each target by two independent meth
Rutherford backscattering~RBS! and x-ray fluorescence
analysis~XRF!. The relevant targets used in the activatio
are listed in Table I.

In addition, a series of Ru layers on carbon substrates
produced for more sensitive RBS studies. Apart from Ru,
only impurity identified in these RBS spectra was an oxyg
contamination of'16%. However, this component did no
affect the later activations because of the very short h
lives of the corresponding reaction products.

For the (n,g) reactions a set of samples was prepa
from Ru metal of 99.9% purity. The foils were 6, 8, 10 m
in diameter and 0.2 mm or 1 mm thick. The use of differe
sample parameters allowed to investigate systematic un
tainties and to verify the respective corrections applied
data analysis by direct comparison of the correspond
3-2
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TABLE II. Sample combinations for (n,g) reactions.

Run Ru sample Au samples
Thickness~mm! Diameter~mm! (1020 at/cm2) Fronta (1020 at/cm2) Backa (1020 at/cm2)

n1 1 6 65.1560.22 1.77660.004 1.75660.004
n2 1 8 64.8260.16 1.76860.003 1.80460.003
n3 1 10 64.6660.13 1.78960.002 1.77460.002
n4 0.2 6 11.0460.04 1.80360.004 1.74960.004
n5 0.2 8 12.5460.03 1.78060.003 1.80060.003
n6 0.2 10 13.9660.03 1.74960.002 1.74660.002

aAs seen from neutron target.
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cross-section results. The cross sections were determ
relative to the standard cross section of197Au by irradiating
thin gold foils together with the Ru samples. Each sam
sandwich was accurately centered on a thin KAPTON
stretched over an aluminum ring for exact positioning dur
the irradiation as well as during the subsequent measurem
of the induced activities. The sample parameters are give
Table II.

B. Characterization of samples

The thickness for the targets for thea-induced reactions
was determined by XRF and by Rutherford backscatter
XRF analyses were carried out with a Siemens SRS 3
crystal spectrometer that was operated with a rhodium an
and a LiF crystal for analyzing the induced characteristi
rays. The efficiency of the spectrometer was calibrated
means of 11 well-defined samples prepared from a stan
Ru solution. In this way the samples could be characteri
with an accuracy of63.5%.

The additional RBS analyses were somewhat hampe
by backscattering from the tungsten backing, which obscu
the expected peak from the Ru layers as shown in Fig
Therefore, the thickness of the Ru layers had to be infer
from the position of the W edge in the spectrum rather th
from the Ru signal itself, yielding somewhat larger unc
tainties of67.5%. The RBS spectra were analyzed using

FIG. 2. RBS spectrum of a Ru sample taken with ana energy of
2 MeV. The shift of the tungsten edge due to the energy loss in
Ru layer yields a target thickness of 3600 Å.
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RUMP code @19# including the~small! effect of the oxygen
impurity. The XRF and the RBS results being in good agr
ment ~Table I!, the weighted average was adopted in furth
data analysis.

The much thicker samples for the neutron induced re
tions could be accurately defined by the weight of the Au a
Ru foils as given in Table II.

C. Detector calibration

In both experiments, the induced activities were coun
off line with calibrated high purity germanium~HPGe! de-
tectors. Since thea irradiations were carried out in subse
quent runs, two such detectors with active volumes of 2
and 173 cm3 ~corresponding to 65% and 35% relative ef
ciency! were used in parallel setups. Because of the rat
small induced activities, a close counting geometry had to
chosen.

In order to determine the counting efficiency in close g
ometry and to assess the sensitivity of the sample-dete
position, the setup was simulated with theGEANT 3.1 pack-
age. These studies led us to choose a distance of 11
between sample and the entrance window of the HPGe
tectors. The sample position was exactly defined by hold
that were adapted to the detector dimensions. Counting
close geometry implies sizable corrections for summing-in
summing-out effects, since cascadeg rays and the related x
rays may well be detected in coincidence. The respec
corrections for the investigated reactions will be discusse
Sec. IV. Naturalg background was reduced to 15 events p
s in the energy rangeEg,1 MeV by means of a 5 cmthick
lead shield with 5.5 mm thick Cu to absorb residual Pb
rays.

The detector efficiencies were measured with weakg
sources in order to minimize corrections for pile up and de
time. The measurements were carried by using single-
decays, i.e.,241Am ~59.5 keV!, 109Cd ~88.0 keV!, 137Cs
~661.7 keV!, 65Zn ~1115.0 keV!, as well asg cascades from
57Co ~122.1–136.5 keV!, and 113Sn ~255.1–391.7 keV!. The
latter were used to verify the summing effects obtained
Monte Carlo simulations with theCASC code@20#. As shown
in Fig. 3 for the larger HPGe detector, absolute efficienc
between 2% and 20% could be achieved in the relevant
ergy range. The uncertainties of the experimental points w
between 2% and 3%, comparable to the size of the black
in Fig. 3. These results were complemented byGEANT simu-
e

3-3
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W. RAPPet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 015803 ~2002!
lations, which were found in good agreement with the m
sured data. In further analyses, theg efficiency was repre-
sented by a fit to both data sets~solid line!. Corresponding to
the scatter of data points around the fit an overall uncerta
of 3% was adopted for the close geometry necessary for
low a-induced activities.

In the neutron irradiations significantly higher activitie
were to be expected. Accordingly, a smaller HPGe dete
of 39 cm3 and a wider counting geometry with negligib
corrections for pile up and dead time effects could be us
For the adopted sample positions 20.6 cm and 7.3 cm f
the detector window, theg efficieny was measured to a
accuracy of 2% using a set of calibrated sources includ
241Am ~59.5 keV!, 109Cd ~88.0 keV!, 137Cs ~661.7 keV!,
54Mg ~834.8 keV!, 57Co ~122.1 keV; 136.5 keV!, 113Sn
~255.1 keV; 391.7 keV!, and 60Co ~1173.2 keV; 1332.5 keV!.
Because of its smaller size the natural background of
detector was only 1.4 events per s in the energy inte
between 200 and 800 keV.

III. ACTIVATION EXPERIMENTS

A. Alpha-induced reactions

The cross sections were measured at the cyclotron of
Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt Braunschweig~PTB!.
In total, 12 activations were performed covering the ene
range 7.0,Ea,10.6 MeV. Before each activation, thea en-
ergy was determined to625 keV by two 90° analyzing mag
nets. For the irradiations, the beam line was opened in f
of the first analyzing magnet for installing the target cham
with the water-cooled samples as sketched in Fig. 4. Du
the irradiations the beam was defocussed to reduce the
mal load on the targets. The diameter of the beam was
fined to 9 mm by a cooled diaphragm. The target cham
was designed as a Faraday cup to ensure the accurate
tration of the beam current. The emission of secondary e
trons from the target was suppressed by a bias voltag
290 V. Throughout the irradiations the current of typica

FIG. 3. The absolute efficiency of the 263 cm3 HPGe detectors
was measured with calibrated sources~black circles!. These values
were complemented byGEANT simulations~open squares!, which
were found in good agreement with the experimental results. Th
to both data sets~solid curve! was adopted in analyzing the induce
g activities from thea and neutron irradiations.
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11–15 mA was recorded with a digital integrator in tim
steps of 30 s for proper off-line correction of the deca
during the irradiations.

According to the steeply decreasing cross section, irra
tion times between 12 min and 24 h had to be chosen. In
longer irradiations below 9 MeVa energy the samples de
veloped blisters due to the extendeda bombardment. But
since the blisters did not break open, these runs could
evaluated via the inducedg activity without further correc-
tions. The activity measurements were carried out with c
brated HPGe detectors of 263 cm3 and 173 cm3.

B. Neutron-induced reactions

The (n,g) activations were carried out at the Karlsruh
Van de Graaff accelerator. Neutrons were produced via
7Li( p,n)7Be reaction by bombarding metallic Li layer
evaporated onto 1 mm thick copper backings. The neut
spectrum obtained with a proton energy 30 keV above
reaction threshold at 1881 keV corresponds to a quasist
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with a thermal energykT
525 keV @16,21#. Under these conditions, all neutrons a
emitted in a forward cone of 120° opening angle~Fig. 5!.
Before each activation the proton energy was adjusted b
neutron time-of-flight measurement with the accelerator
erated in pulsed mode~repetition rate 1 MHz, pulse width 15
ns! in order to verify that the energy of the fastest neutro
were properly adjusted toEn5106 keV.

In total, six activations of about 1 h were carried out with
a proton beam current of 100mA producing a fluence of 109

neutrons per s. During the irradiations, the neutron yield w
continuously monitored in 1 min intervals by means of
6Li-glass detector for off-line corrections of the decays d
ing the irradiations. The samples were sandwiched betw
gold foils and placed directly at the neutron target~Fig. 5!.
Systematic uncertainties were studied by variation of sam
diameter and thickness.

The inducedg activities were measured with the 39 cm3

HPGe detector as described below.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

The unstable nuclei produced by the investigateda- and
n-induced reactions are illustrated at the example of96Ru in

fit

FIG. 4. Activation scheme at the PTB cyclotron. The sket
indicates the energy calibration of thea beam by two 90° magnets
and the irradiation position.
3-4
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a- AND NEUTRON-INDUCED REACTIONS ON RUTHENIUM ISOTOPES PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 015803 ~2002!
Fig. 6. The induced activties can always be attributed t
specific reaction, except for96Ru. In this case the contribu
tion of the (a,n) channel interferes with the99Rh activity
produced by (a,p) reactions.

A. Alpha-induced reactions

The time evolution of the respective abundancesX(t) can
be described by a production and a destruction term

dX~ t !

dt
5sxF~ t !N02lxX~ t !, ~1!

where the production is determined by the respective c
sections, the projectile fluxF, and the atom densities of th

FIG. 5. Setup for the neutron irradiations at the Karlsruhe V
de Graaff accelerator.

FIG. 6. The investigated reactions on96Ru. Note that the (a,n)
channel contributes to the99Rh activity produced by (a,p) reac-
tions.
01580
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samplesN0, while the destruction is characterized by th
decay constantsl. For constant projectile flux this leads t
the solution

X~ t !5sXFN0

12e2lXt

lX
. ~2!

In reality, unavoidable fluctuations of the particle flux requ
numerical integration of Eq.~1! over the experimentally re
corded time intervalsDt, in which the particle flux can be
assumed to be constant~see Ref.@12#!.

The above equations had to be modified for reactio
where the induced activity was affected by an interferi
channel and/or by the population of a relevant isomer.
example, the activity produced by the96Ru(a,p)99Rh reac-
tion had to be corrected for the99Pd decays to the isomer i
99Rh, which results from the competing (a,n) channel. In
that case, the isomer in99Rh does not decay to the groun
state and can, therefore, be treated as an independent iso
Accordingly, one finds

dY~ t !

dt
52lYY~ t !1qlXX~ t !1sYF~ t !N0 , ~3!

where the decay branch to the isomer in99Rh is expressed
by q. The number of decays during the counting timetm
becomes

AY5Y~ ta!~12e2lYtm!e2ltw1
qlXlYX~ ta!

lX2lY

3S e2lYtw

lY
~12e2lYtm!2

e2lXtw

lX
~12e2lXtm! D .

The resulting activity at the end of irradiation,X(ta) or
Y(ta), is determined via the inducedg activity. The number
of decays during the subsequent measuring timetm is

AX5X~ ta!e2lXtw~12e2lXtm!, ~4!

where Ax are the number of decays,tw the waiting time
between irradiation and activity measurement, andta the ac-
tivation time. The number of decays is referred from analy
of the characteristic lines in the measuredg-ray spectra,

A5
CScKabs

I g«g
, ~5!

whereC are the number of counts perg line, Sc the summing
corrections,Kabs the correction forg-self-absorption in the
sample~negligible for the thin samples used ina activa-
tions!, I g the line intensity per decay, and«g the efficiency of
the HPGe detectors. Theg-ray spectra were recorded an
analyzed with theMPAWIN/4.0 system.

The g-ray spectra showed prominent background lin
from 43K and 38K due to 40Ar(a,p)43K and 36Ar(a,np)38K
reactions. The strength of these lines being independen
the sample thickness indicates that argon had diffused
the tungsten backings during sputtering. Activation of t
tungsten backings was not observed.

n

3-5
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TABLE III. Decay properties of the product nuclei.

Product
nucleus Reference Half-life@23#

Gamma-ray
energy~keV!

Relative intensity
per decay~%!

100Pd @22# Ground state 3.6360.09 d 84.0 45.063.0
99Pd @22# Ground state 21.460.2 min 136.0 72.761.6
99Rh @22# Isomer 4.760.1 d 340.8 70.2664.59
101Pd @22# Ground state 8.4760.06 h 296.3 19.261.0
97Ru @25# Ground state 2.8860.04 d 215.7 86.1760.48

324.6 10.2460.39
103Ru @26# Ground state 39.25460.008 d 497.1 90.963.03
105Ru @27# Ground state 4.4460.02 h 262.8 6.5860.21

469.0 17.5560.71
676.4 15.6660.64
724.3 47.360.70
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The g-line intensities and half-lives listed in Table I
were adopted from Refs.@22,23#, respectively. The final un
certainties summarized in Table IV are less than 10% exc
at the lowest energies where counting statistics dominat

B. Neutron-induced reactions

The (n,g) cross sections were determined analogously
those of thea-induced reactions, except that the neutron fl
was measured by means of the gold foils~Fig. 5!. The time-
integrated neutron fluxF is

F5
CSc

I g«gKabs~12e2lAutm!e2lAutwsAuNAuf b

~6!

with most quantities being defined above. Here, the num
of gold atoms in the sample is denoted byNAu while the
correction for decays during the activation is considered
the factorf b ~for a definition see Ref.@16#!. The gold cross
section averaged over the well-defined quasistellar spec
is s25 keV5(648610) mbarn@21#.

The neutron flux was determined by the simultaneous
radiation of 0.03 mm thick gold foils on the front and ba
side of the Ru samples. The effective neutron fluxes w
taken from the average of the respective gold activities. T
uncertainty of the neutron flux determination originates
sentially from the detector efficiency«g (62%) and from
the gold cross section. The uncertainty related to the di
gence of the neutron field was controlled by the activity d
ferences of the two gold foils. The corresponding correctio
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were checked via the results obtained with the 0.2 and
mm thick Ru samples as well as by using samples of 6 m
8 mm, and 10 mm diameter. The related uncertainties w
found to range between 0.1% and 0.5%. Additional unc
tainties due to corrections forg-ray self-absorption in the
samples were comparably small. Based on the photoabs
tion cross sections of Storm and Israel@24#, these corrections
were smaller than 7.0% and 1.5% for the thick and thin
samples, respectively. The corresponding uncertainties w
well below 2%. Summing corrections due to coincident
rays were negligible because of the strong x-ray s
absorption in the comparably thick samples used for
(n,g) studies.

The g-line intensities per decay were adopted from Re
@25–27#, and the half-lives from Ref.@23#. The cross sec-
tions of 96,102,104Ru were calculated according to Eq.~6! by
changing index Au to Ru. The main contributions to the fin
uncertainties of 4–5 % are due to the neutron flux and
decay intensities~Table X!.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Reactions with a particles

Activation of the natural Ru samples provided a compl
set of reaction cross sections for96Ru, i.e., 96Ru(a,g)100Pd
from 7.0 to 10.6 MeV,96Ru(a,n)99Pd from 9.7 to 10.6 MeV,
96Ru(a,p)99mRh from 9.3 to 10.6 MeV, as well as th
TABLE IV. Uncertainties for FORa-induced cross sections~in %!.

Source of uncertainty 96Ru(a,g) 96Ru(a,n) 96Ru(a,p) 98Ru(a,n)

Target thickness 3.5
Efficiency of g detectors 3.0
Beam current measurement 1.0
g intensity per decay 6.7 2.2 6.5 5.2
Decay constants 2.5 0.9 2.1 0.7
Cascade corrections 2.0 0.5 ,0.1 0.4
Counting statistics ,10.9 ,2.1 ,11.8 ,13.4
3-6
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a- AND NEUTRON-INDUCED REACTIONS ON RUTHENIUM ISOTOPES PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 015803 ~2002!
98Ru(a,n)101Pd cross section from 9.0 to 10.6 MeV. Th
results are summarized in Tables V–VIII, where asymme
energy intervals indicate the624 keV uncertainty of the
beam energy and the respective energy loss in the Ru la

96Ru(a,g)100Pd. Electron capture decay of100Pd feeds
with 81% probability the 155.8 keV level in100Rh, followed
by cascade transitions to the ground state. The (a,g) cross
section was evaluated via the strong 84 keV transition. S
ming corrections of 26.2% and 26.6% due to the coincid
detection of the accompanying cascade transitions were
termined with the Monte Carlo codeCASC @20#. Since 100Pd
decays via electron capture, additional summing correcti
of 15% due to the coincidentKa and Kb x rays had to be
considered as well. These corrections were deduced dire
from theg spectra as indicated in Fig. 7 and were theref
independent of detector efficiency and absorption effect
the sample and in the detector window. The resulting cr
sections are presented in Table V. Comparison with theo
ical predictions obtained with the statistical model codeNON-
SMOKER @28,29# in Fig. 9 shows fair agreement as far as t
energy dependence is concerned, but the absolute valu
the experimental data are two times smaller on average.

96Ru(a,n)99Pd. The (a,n) channel opens at 9.56 MeV
and was studied via the 136 keVg transition populating the
isomer of99Rh, since the decay branch to the ground state
99Rh is too weak to be detected. In this caseg-cascade cor-
rections of 8.3% and 9.9% were calculated for the coincid

TABLE V. Measured cross sections andS factors of the
96Ru(a,g)100Pd reaction.

Energy
~MeV!

Cross section
(mbarn)

S factor
(10243keV3barn)

10.55620.096
10.024 284632 0.19620.026

10.025

10.11820.047
10.024 188636 0.38220.075

10.074

10.11820.102
10.024 215625 0.43720.051

10.050

9.81820.100
10.024 232628 1.0320.13

10.12

9.71520.047
10.024 224627 1.2620.16

10.16

9.30620.103
10.024 167618 3.1020.35

10.34

9.02320.048
10.024 6367 2.7020.31

10.30

8.54320.068
10.024 28.663.5 5.6020.70

10.68

8.15920.113
10.024 7.7660.82 5.6420.61

10.60

7.66720.151
10.024 1.9260.23 8.6721.04

11.03

7.02920.192
10.024 0.2660.04 16.322.6

12.5

TABLE VI. Measured cross sections andS factors of the
96Ru(a,n)99Pd reaction.

Energy
~MeV!

Cross section
(mbarn)

S factor
(10243keV3barn)

10.55620.096
10.024 15806130 1.08820.098

10.091

10.11820.047
10.024 569644 1.15920.096

10.093

10.11820.102
10.024 533640 1.08420.092

10.084

9.81820.100
10.024 234619 1.04320.095

10.0.087

9.71520.047
10.024 12269 0.71720.058

10.56
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g transitions, while the x-ray summing corrections of 7
were taken directly from the measured spectra as indicate
Fig. 8. Additional corrections of 4% due to coincidences b
tween the 136 keVg line and the 511 keVg line from pos-
itron annihilation were also directly derived from the spect
Two activations with different samples were carried out
10.13 MeV a energy. The good agreement of both resu
confirms the procedures and corrections adopted in d
analysis. The experimental data show again the predic
energy dependence of theNON-SMOKER calculations, but are
smaller by an almost constant factor of three~see Fig. 9 and
Table VI!.

96Ru(a,p)99mRh. The product nucleus99Rh could only
be detected via the short-lived isomer (t1/254.7 h) because
the activity related to the decay of the ground state (t1/2
516 d) was too weak. There are no ground-state transiti
from the isomer. The cross section was determined from
intensity of the 340 keVg transition caused from an excite
state of99Ru which is only populated from the99Rh isomer.
The additional contribution to this isomer from the com
peting sequence96Ru(a,n)99Pd(electron capture decay)99Rh
had to be properly corrected since99Pd decays almost com
pletely ~97.9%! to the isomeric state of99Rh. The calculated
cascade corrections were only 0.6% and 0.7%, respectiv
The summing corrections due to x rays~10%! and due to the
511 keV annihilation line~1%! could be directly derived
from the measured specta. No direct comparison with
theoretically predicted (a,p) cross section could be mad
because only the partial cross section had been determin
the experiment~Table VII!. Nevertheless, it is interesting t
note from Fig. 9 that the partial cross section exceeds
NON-SMOKER prediction for thetotal cross section@28,29# at

TABLE VII. Measured cross sections andS factors of the
96Ru(a,p)99mRh reaction.

Energy
~MeV!

Cross section
(mbarn)

S factor
(10233keV3barn)

10.55620.096
10.024 10106190 7.061.3

10.11820.047
10.024 295674 6.061.5

10.11820.102
10.024 281667 5.761.4

9.81820.100
10.024 158634 7.061.5

9.30620.103
10.024 17.263.5 3.1960.64

TABLE VIII. Measured cross sections andS factors of the
98Ru(a,n)101Pd reaction.

Energy~MeV! Cross section~mbarn! S factor (10243keV3barn)

10.56520.096
10.024 26806260 1.8420.19

10.18

10.12620.047
10.024 14106180 2.8920.37

10.36

10.12620.102
10.024 14006120 2.8520.28

10.25

9.82620.100
10.024 818691 3.6420.44

10.41

9.72320.048
10.024 460648 2.7120.30

10.29

9.31320.103
10.024 174629 3.2320.57

10.54

9.03120.048
10.024 81617 3.4820.73

10.72
3-7
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energies above 10 MeV, in contrast to~a,g! and (a,n) rates,
which are systematically overestimated by the calculatio

98Ru(a,n)101Pd. The use of natural Ru samples allow
to investigate the98Ru(a,n)101Pd reaction in the same ex
periment. The cross sections were deduced from the inten
of the 296.3 keVg transition to the isomer state of101Rh
~Table VIII!. Summing corrections for cascade transitio
~6.5% and 7.3%! and for x rays~18%! were determined as
described before, while the corresponding effect due to
keV g rays was found to be negligible in this case. Compa
to the NON-SMOKER data @28,29# the measured (a,n) cross
sections of98Ru are two times smaller on average~Fig. 9!.

B. Neutron-induced reactions

The neutron activations resulted in stellar (n,g) cross sec-
tions for 96Ru, 102Ru, and 104Ru. As illustrated in Fig. 10
the g-ray spectra of the activated Ru samples exhibit cl
lines from all investigated reactions. The results obtained
the various activations are listed in Table IX. In all cases,
differences between individual activations are consist

FIG. 7. Theg-ray spectrum after activation with ana beam of
9.7 MeV illustrating the (a,g) channel. The 84 keVg-ray line from
the decay of100Pd and the corresponding line due to cascade s
ming with Rh x rays are marked by arrows.

FIG. 8. Theg-ray spectrum after activation with ana beam of
10.5 MeV illustrating the (a,n) channel. The 136 keVg-ray line
from the decay of99Pd and the corresponding line due to casca
summing with Rh x rays are marked by arrows.
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with the evaluated uncertainties~Table X!. The present stel-
lar cross sections are more accurate than previous values
help, therefore, to improve the reliability of these data
both ends of the long isotopic chain of Ru. This is importa
for comparison with data obtained in time-of-flight expe
ments, which are affected by completely different systema
uncertainties, as well as for testing statistical model pred
tions at the limits of stability.

96Ru(n,g)97Ru. In this reaction the induced activity wa
evaluated from theg lines at 215.7 keV and 324.6 keV
These strong lines allowed to check the systematic uncert
ties related to the counting geometry by determining the
duced activities with the 1 mm thick Ru samples placed
the standard distance of 73 mm as well as at a distanc
206 mm from the detector. The corresponding effect w
smaller than 1% and compatible with counting statisti
Cascade corrections were always found to be smaller t
0.1%. The final stellar (n,g) cross section of96Ru at kT
525 keV is 22969 mbarn, in agreement but significant
more accurate than the currently recommended value
263660 mbarn@30#.

-

e

FIG. 9. The cross sections thea-induced reactions on96Ru and
98Ru compared with theNON-SMOKER calculations~dashed lines!.
The asymmetric energy intervals indicate the 24 keV uncertaint
the beam energy and the energy loss in the Ru layers.

FIG. 10. Theg-ray spectrum after neutron activation of the R
sample showing the lines for the various Ru isotopes.
3-8
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102Ru(n,g)103Ru. The induced102Ru activity was de-
termined via the 497.1 keVg transition. In this case, no
only cascade corrections but also the correction for dec
during the activation were negligibly small~,0.2%! because
of the long 103Ru half-life. Compared to the recommende
value of 208612 mbarn@30,31# the present result confirm
that this cross section was severely overestimated in the
@32,33#. However, the present value of 16969 mbarn is
smaller by 23%, hardly compatible with the quoted unc
tainties.

104Ru(n,g)105Ru. The induced105Ru activity was de-
tected using fourg transitions at 262.8, 469.0, 676.4, an
724.3 keV. Again, the consistent results obtained in coun
the 1 mm thick samples at distances of 73 and 206 mm f
the detector, confirmed the reliability of the sample-detec
geometry as well as the cascade corrections, which were
for the shorter distance and negligible at 206 mm. The c
rection for the decay during activation was smaller than 1
in most cases. The present result of 16968 mbarn is in good
agreement with the previously recommended value
180610 mbarn@30#.

The present results, which were determined for a ther
energy of kT525 keV, were extrapolated to higher an
lower temperatures by normalizing the sets of recommen
cross sections@30#. The results given in Table XI and th
NON-SMOKERcalculations agree on average within 30% at
keV. From the given comparison one might infer a trend
overestimate the actual cross section with decreasing neu

TABLE IX. Measured stellar (n,g) cross sections forkT
525 keV thermal energy.

Sample thickness
~mm!

Diameter
~mm!

^s& ~mbarn!

96Ru 102Ru 104Ru

1.0 6.0 22769 16668 17869
8.0 23469 16668 16668
10.0 22569 16668 17569

0.2 6.0 236610 16968 16669
8.0 233610 17769 16768
10.0 220610 16569 15968

Mean 22969 16968 16968

TABLE X. Uncertainties of the (n,g) cross sections~in %!.

Source of uncertainty 96Ru(n,g) 102Ru(n,g) 104Ru(n,g)

Efficiency of g detector 2.0
Neutron spectrum ,0.5
Gold cross section 1.5
Sample thickness ,0.4
g intensity per Au decay 0.1
g intensity per Ru decay ,0.7 ,3.3 ,2.5
Time-related uncertainties ,1.8 ,0.3 ,2.3
g-ray self-absorption ,0.1 ,0.1 ,0.1
Cascade corrections ,0.1 ,0.1 ,0.1
Counting statistics ,0.9 ,0.6 ,0.8
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number in the theoretical calculations. When doing so o
has to keep in mind that any trend might be masked or s
riously enhanced by the usual scatter in the predictions. N
ertheless, one may speculate that theNON-SMOKER neutron
capture cross section might be overpredicted close to thN
550 neutron shell closure. This is due to the underlyi
mass model@34# that enters into the calculation of the rea
tion Q values as well as into the calculation of the theoreti
nuclear level densities. Following the approach of Ref.@35#,
a shifted Fermi-gas approach is used inNON-SMOKER to de-
termine the level density at a given excitation energy, tak
into account the thermal damping of shell effects. At ve
low energies, this is combined with the well-known consta
temperature formula in order to obtain the correct behav
The backshift is given by neutron-neutron and proton-pro
pairing which is extracted from the utilized mass formula
mass differences. The second microscopic input to the le
density description is the so-called microscopic correct
that is used to compute the usual level density parametea.
This correction includes all effects going beyond a sim
spherical droplet model and vanishes at high excitation
ergies. For the masses from the combined macrosco
microscopic finite range droplet model~FRDM! used here, it
conveniently is just the microscopic part of the mass form
as defined in Ref.@34#. Thus, microscopic information de
rived from the mass formula of choice enters in two wa
into the level density, by the backshift and by the micr
scopic correction to the level density parameter. Therefo
switching to another mass model impacts the resulting cro
section predictions even when theQ values are unchange
because they are taken from experiment. On the other h
it has been shown@35# that, as can be expected, deficienc
in the mass model translate into deviations of the predic
level densities with respect to experimental data, which
turn result in—much less pronounced, however—deviatio
in the reaction cross sections. The FRDM used here is kno
to show shell effects that are too strong, especially for

TABLE XI. Stellar (n,g) cross sections~in mbarn!.

Thermal
energy
~keV! 96Ru 102Ru 104Ru

5 414616 456622 440621 This work
10 342613 297614 291614 This work
15 295612 232611 229611 This work
20 258610 19469 19369 This work
25 22969 16968 16968 This work

30 20768 15167 15167 This work
281 147 100 NON-SMOKER @28,29#

40 17567 12766 12866 This work
50 15466 11165 11265 This work
60 13865 9865 10065 This work
80 11965 8364 8464 This work
100 10864 7263 7464 This work
3-9
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N550 shell@34#. This might be a source of increasing err
in the theoretical capture cross sections when approac
shell closures. It should be noted that other mass mo
exhibit similar problems, even though with different ma
nitude ~e.g., Refs.@29,35#!. A few units away from the
magic number, this effect should not be relevant anymo
though.

VI. SUMMARY

A series of cross-section measurements fora- and
neutron-induced reactions on stable Ru isotopes has
carried out in the stellar energy regime. These data w
intended to complement information from previous stud
of (p,g) reactions@12,13# in order to provide a set of exper
mental data for testing statistical model predictions relev
for p-process calculations. In this context, particular inter
was put on thea-induced reactions because of the large d
crepancy between theory and experiment reported for
144Sm(a,g) cross section near the Gamov window of thep
process@9#.

The measured cross sections of thea-induced reactions
confirm statistical model predictions with theNON-SMOKER

code @28,29# to overestimate the experimental results s
tematically by a factor of 2.5. Similar discrepancies we
also found in the (n,a) measurement of Ref.@11#.

For the neutron reactions, consistent results were obta
in all six activations, independent of sample diameter a
K.
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thickness. Compared to previous experiments, the96Ru cross
section could be determined with seven times better ac
racy. Theoretical and experimental (n,g) cross sections
agree within 30%, although the trend versus neutron num
is considerably steeper in the calculated data.

Since also the Ru(p,g) cross sections of Ref.@13# and the
NON-SMOKER predictions agree within'60%, the present Ru
results show that the theoretical treatment of thea channels
is considerably more uncertain in the mass 100 region t
the proton and neutron channels. This may indicate a gen
deficiency in the theoretical treatment of thea channels, al-
though the observed discrepancies are less dramatic c
pared to the case of144Sm. Obviously, additionala-induced
cross sections need to be measured over a wider mass r
for understanding and improving this situation.
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